
PRONUNCIATION GUIDE

The words in this dictionary are written in an
alphabet which was specially designed for the Chey-
enne language. The alphabet has the fourteen let-
ters below plus three "extra marks 11 which help in
reading Cheyenne,

HERE ARE THE LETTERS AND

a as in 'father 1

e as in 'pit 1

or in 'pet'

h as in 'hot'

k as in 'skin 1

* as in 'oh^oh!'

m as in 'mother'

n as in 'not'

o as in 'bone'

p as in 'spin'

s as in 'sick'

5 as in 'ship'

t as in 'stick'

V as in 'vet'

or in 'wet'

x as in German

'Achtung!

'

HOW THEY SOUND:

matana (MILK)

semo (BOAT)

pe?e (NIGHTHAWK)

hese (FLY)

ka?eSkone (CHILD)

he?eo?o (WOMEN)

mee?e (FEATHER)

notse (ALIEN)

hoho (BRACELET)

poeso (CAT)

vose (HILL)

Se*Se (DUCK)

to?ha (GLOVE)

vee?e (DWELLING)

yo?e (CLOUD)

xao?o (SKUNK)

"?' is called a "glottal stop' 1

, or "glottal",

for short. The f S' is called an "esh". The remain-

der of the letters have the same names that they do

in the English alphabet.



HERE ARE THE "EXTRA MARKS":

mark name examples

high stress mark ve ?ho?e (WHITEMAN)
vs. ve?ho?e (WHITEMEN)

whisper mark tahpeno (FLUTE)

meaning- separation mark taa?e-eSe?he (MOON,
literally, "night

-

sun")

The extra marks are important. The meaning-
separation mark divides words into smaller meaning
units ("morphemes"). This should make Cheyenne
reading easier, particularly when lengthy words are
encountered.

The whisper mark is also important. Whispering
(or devoicing) of syllables in Cheyenne words is a
widespread phenomenon. Marking whispered syllables
should be a pronunciation aid.

The high stress mark is a little more difficult

to work with. But its importance can be seen in

that a difference in stress can mean a change in

meaning. Compare 'hooma 1 (BLANKET or MOSQUITO) and

'hooma' (ON THE OTHER SIDE). Notice how the differ-

ence in location of the high pitch shows that there

is a meaning difference.

A stress change can mark the difference between
a singular and plural form of a noun. Note how the

stress changes from the singular to plural forms of
these nouns: 'homage 1 (BEAVER), ? homa?e'; 've?ho?e f

(WHITEMAN) ,
f ve?ho?e !

; and ! oonaha?e' (FROG) ,

T oonaha?e f

.

Stress marks should be particularly valuable for

non- Cheyenne speakers. They can help them get the

proper pitch and rhythm for words, both of which
are important for proper pronunciation of Cheyenne.

If a Cheyenne speaker says a few noun words out

loud, while concentrating on the "pitch", he will
notice that often the first non-whispered vowel he

pronounces has a slight "rising" accent. And the

last vowel in the word that is not whispered has a
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slight "falling" accent. These are "secondary"
accents, not the true accents that should be marked
with stress marks.

HINTS FOR PRONUNCIATION:

(1) Pronounce every letter. This means that the
first 'e

! sound in 'vee?e ! (DWELLING) is twice as
long as the first 'e' sound in f pe?e f (NIGHTHAWK)

.

(2) When a vowel ('a 1

,
f e f

, or 'o') is whispered, a
consonant (any other Cheyenne letter) right before
it is also whispered. For instance, the second 'v T

in 'vovotse 1 (EGG) would be whispered, sounding
something like an English ' f f

.

(3) Generally, a vowel at the end of a word is whis-
pered. Because this is true, we do not need to put
a whisper mark (") over it.

(4) Be especially careful whenever you see a conso-
nant followed by a vowel with a whisper mark, then
an 'h 1

, then a vowel without a whisper mark. These
four letters make a special sound, and are called a
"complex syllable".

Here are some words which have complex syllables
(these syllables are underlined)

:

maheo?o = HOUSE hohkeha?e = HAT

oonaha?e = FROG v6he?so = NEST

tohohko = HAMMER kohkonoheo?o = BREAD

nahkoheo?o = BEARS [nahkohe (BEAR) plus pi. '+o?o T

]

vohpe-hetane = WHITE-COLORED MAN

Na- ta-hoo?ohtse = I'M GOING HOME

Tosa?a ne-6hke-hotse?ohe?= WHERE DO YOU WORK?

We can say that complex syllables contain a
"swinging h" which "swings" over the first vowel to

alter the first consonant. If the first consonant
is a f p', 't

r

, or *k !

, it will then have a little
puff of air (aspiration) following it. Other con-
sonants sound a little different in complex syllables
also.
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Notice that the four letters make up only one

syllable sound. Notice, also, that if the two

vowels are not the same, the vowels are "squeezed
together" into a gliding sound (a diphthong). This
happens in t maheo?o f (HOUSE) where the vowel sound
in the complex syllable is like the vowel sound in
the English word 'night 1

. The vowel sound in
f k6hkon6heo?o > (BREAD) is like the vowel sound in
English 'boy 1

.

(5) When different vowels appear next to each other,
their sounds change a little. For instance, if f a f

or 'o' follows ? e', a ? y' sound is pronounced be-
tween the two vowels. Say these words and listen
to the f

y
f sound: 'Se^Seo^o 1 (DUCKS) and 'meaneva'

(SUNMER)

.

The vowel sequence 'ae 1 is pronounced something
like the vowel sound in the English word 'bike 1

.

Listen to this sound in 'aenohe' (HAWK).

The vowel sequence ! oe ? is similar to the vowel
sound in the English word 'toy'. Pronounce f oegkeso

'

(DOG) to hear this sound. If 'ao' occur, the two
vowels are pronounced a little lower in the back of
the mouth than an 'o' by itself. The sound is simi-
lar to that in the way some people pronounce the
English word 'caught 1

. Pronounce 'vaotseva' (DEER)

to hear this sound. This sound can even be heard
if a ,? ' or 'h' appears between the 'a' and 'o' as in
T E-ma?o' (IT'S RED).
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